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First-order transition in a particle deposition-evaporation model
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We introduce a simple stochastic growth model where particles of two different species are deposited and
evaporated. In the model, a randomly chosen particle of two species is deposited at a ratep and a particle on
the edge of the plateau of the interface is evaporated at a rate 12p. When p,pc150.4985(2) andp.pc2

50.5015(5), the velocity of the interface is zero. Whenpc1<p<pc2, however, the interface grows with a
constant velocity. At bothpc1 and pc2, the velocity of the interface changes from zero to a constant value
discontinuously. The first-order transitions in our model are related to a nonequilibrium phase transition from
an active to an inactive phase at the bottom layer of the interface. Interestingly, the first-order transition atpc1

is triggered by the combination of the parity conserving and the directed percolation dynamics. We explain
why the transitions in our model are of first order. Moreover, our model shows two nonequilibrium roughening
transitions atpc1 as well as atpr@50.444(2)#.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.066106 PACS number~s!: 05.70.Fh, 05.70.Ln, 82.20.Wt
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For last several years there have been many studies a
the nonequilibrium binding-unbinding~BU! transition of a
growing interface in a 111 dimensional system, via stocha
tic growth models@1–4#. These models show a nonequilib
rium BU transition from a phase where the interface is bou
to the wall to a moving phase where the interface becom
unbound. At the BU transition, the velocity of the interfa
changes from zero to a nonzero value. Often the BU tra
tion is accompanied by a nonequilibrium roughening~NR!
transition. The NR transition in 111 dimensions is an inter
esting phenomenon because the interface under thermal
librium in 111 dimensions is always rough and thus do
not exhibit a roughening transition. In higher dimensio
however, the interface under thermal equilibrium can u
dergo a roughening transition at a certain critical tempe
ture.

The BU or NR transitions studied in Refs.@1–4# are
known to be related to phase transitions into absorb
states, which belong to the directed percolation~DP! @5–7#
or the parity conserving~PC! universality class@8–12#. For
example, in the growth model introduced by Alon, Evan
Hinrichsen, and Mukamel~the AEHM model! @1#, some fea-
tures of the BU transition are known to be related to DP.
the dimer deposition-evaporation model@2#, however, some
features of the BU transition are known to be related to P
In above two models, an absorbing transition in the DP or
PC class emerges at a particular reference height of the
terface, i.e., at the bottom layer of the interface~the level of
minimum height!. More specifically, the sites touching th
bottom layer correspond to the active sites of DP or P
Therefore, in the active phase of DP or PC, the interf
fluctuates close to the reference height so that the interfa
smooth and bound at the bottom layer. On the other hand
the inactive phase of DP or PC, the interface detaches f
the reference height and evolves into a rough state. A c
mon feature of all models showing the BU or NR transiti
is the change of the velocity of the interface depending
the deposition rate of a particle. The velocity of the interfa
1063-651X/2002/65~6!/066106~5!/$20.00 65 0661
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is zero in the active phase of DP or PC, but it is nonzero
the inactive phase. In most of the models, the BU transit
is a continuousone.

Recently, there have been a few studies about a first-o
BU transition @13,14#. In those studies, a hard-core wall
zero height is introduced and a first-order BU transition ta
place because of the binding force between the interface
the wall. To our knowledge, in all models where the growi
interface does not interact with the wall, BU transitions we
continuous transitions. However, as we are going to show
the present paper, the first-order BU transition can oc
even in the case where there is no interaction between
interface and the wall. To this end, we introduce a sim
growth model exhibiting a first-order BU transition. In ou
model, there is no interaction with a hard-core wall at ze
height. Rather, it turns out that the first-order BU transiti
in our model originates from the combination of the PC a
DP dynamics.

Our stochastic model is defined as follows. Initially the
is no particle in the system, i.e., the interface is flat. Ea
time, either deposition or evaporation of a particle occurs
a randomly selected site. Then deposition and evapora
takes place at ratesp and 12p, respectively. In the deposi
tion process, anA or a B particle is deposited with equa
probability. The interface height at a sitei is represented by
an integer height variablehi . In our model, three restriction
are imposed. One is the restricted solid-on-solid condit
uhi2hi 11u<1, which is imposed at all sites in the depositio
and evaporation processes. Another restriction is that a
ticle can evaporate only at the edges of plateaus of the in
face. Finally, we assume an infinitely strong repulsive int
action between two nearest-neighbor particles of differ
kind in the deposition process. For example, the deposi
of an A particle at a randomly selected site is not allowed
there is at least oneB particle among the three neares
neighbor sites of the deposited particle after deposition~see
Fig. 1!. The dynamic rule of anA particle in our model is
symmetric with respect to that of aB particle and vice versa
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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Without the repulsive interaction, the growth rule of o
model becomes the same as that of the AEHM model.

If the deposition rate of a particle,p, is very small, only
few deposited particles can stay on the substrate for a s
lifetime before evaporation. Therefore, the interface does
grow, i.e., it is bound to the substrate. Asp increases, more
particles stay on the substrate and form large islands. Whp
exceeds the critical valuepc1, the interface detaches from th
substrate and grows with a constant velocity. However,
cause of the interaction the interface can only detach if
bottom layer is completely covered by particles of a sin
species such asAAA•••AAA or BBB•••BBB. After all the
sites of the bottom layer are filled completely with one ki
of particles, deposition as well as evaporation of partic
does not occur anymore at the bottom layer. In that case,
symmetric states at the bottom layer,AAA•••AAA or
BBB•••BBB, can be interpreted asZ2-symmetric absorbing
states.

If deposition and evaporation occur only at the botto
layer, the dynamic rules in our model would resemble th
of a model with Z2-symmetric absorbing states, which
known to belong to the PC class@12#. However, after the
bottom layer has been completely filled withA particles (B
particles!, only A particles (B particles! can be deposited
because of the interaction between nearest-neighbor
ticles. In that case, the growth rule in our model becomes
same as that of the AEHM model showing DP dynamics a
particular reference height. From now, we will denote t
AEHM model type of growth process as DP-type growth a
the growth process related to the PC dynamics at the re
ence height as PC-type growth. In our model, the dynam
of the growing interface is affected by the PC-type growth
the bottom layer, but it is affected by the DP-type growth
all following layers.

We carried out Monte Carlo simulations for our mod
We measured the velocity of the interface by changing
deposition ratep from 0 to 1. For smallp, the velocity of the
interface is zero. The velocity maintains zero untilp,pc1
50.4985(2). However, the velocity is nonzero forpc1<p
<pc250.5015(5) and again becomes zero forp.pc2. Here
the velocity of the interface is defined asv(t)
5(1/L)( i 51

L @hi(t)2hi(t21)#, whereL denotes the system
size. A surprising feature is that the velocity suddenly jum
from zero to a nonzero constant value, exhibiting a fir
order transition atpc1 ~see Fig. 2!. In order to check whethe
this unexpected transition is really of first order, we me

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the stochastic growth
of the model. A black particle (A particle! cannot be deposited at
randomly selected site if the particle touches a gray particleB
particle! after deposition. A gray particle also cannot be deposite
a randomly selected site if the particle touches a black particle a
deposition.
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sured the velocity of the interface by continuously decre
ing p from 0.5 after the velocity saturates to a constant va
at p50.5. We found that the velocity decreasescontinuously
from 0.08 atp50.5 to 0 atp50.444(2). Therefore, the ve-
locity exhibits a history dependent behavior, confirming th
the BU transition is of first order. The first-order BU trans
tion originates from the fact that the dynamics of the gro
ing interface is different at the bottom and the other laye
At the BU transition pointpc1, the growth of the interface is
affected by the PC-type growth at the bottom layer and
suppression effect of the heaped particles on the bot
layer, where the heaped particles are made by the DP-
growth process. These two effects hinder the interface fr
growing. However, as soon as the bottom layer is filled co
pletely with one kind of particles, the velocity of the inte
face is governed by the DP-type growth process in the sa
way as in the AEHM model@1#. The deposition rate of a
particle atpc1 is large enough for the interface to grow wit
a large velocity if the growth in our model takes place on
by the DP-type growth process. We found that, from t
computer simulations starting from the initial condition com
pletely filled with A particles below bottom layer, the veloc
ity of the interface is nonzero forp.pr @50.444(2)#. More-
over, the velocity follows the upper velocity curve in Fig.
for p.pr and increases continuously untilp51. This fact
again confirms that our model shows a first-order phase t
sition atpc1. Therefore, the coexistence of the DP- and P
type growth processes generates the first-order BU trans
in our model.

In order to support this interpretation, we measured
vacant site densityr(p,t) at the bottom layer.r(p,t) has a
finite value forp,pc1 and p.pc2, but it decreases to zer
exponentially for pc1,p,pc2 as the time increases~see
Figs. 3 and 4!. At both pc1 andpc2 , r(p,t) decays algebra-
ically as time increases. Atpc1 , r(pc1 ,t) scales as

le

t
er

FIG. 2. Plot of the velocity of the interface,v, vs deposition rate
of a particle,p, for the system sizeL51024. Whenp increases from
0 to 0.5, the velocity of the interface jumps from 0 to 0.007 6
discontinuously atpc1 (50.4985). However, whenp decreases
from 0.5 to 0.44, the velocity decreases continuously from 0.00
p50.5 to 0 atp50.444, showing a history dependent behavior.
6-2
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FIRST-ORDER TRANSITION IN A PARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066106
r~pc1 ,t !;t2b/n i. ~1!

From Monte Carlo simulations for different system sizesL
564–1024, we measureddpc1

(5b/n i)50.285(2), which is
in excellent agreement with the value expected in the
class, 0.286~2! @7#. We also measured the vacant site dens
r(p,t) at the bottom layer atpc2. From Monte Carlo simu-
lations for different system sizesL5512–4096, we mea
sureddpc2

50.50(1) ~see Fig. 4!. From these results, we ca
conclude that the interface in our model grows with a co
stant velocity only in a very narrow region,pc1<p<pc2.
From the study of the densityr(p,t), we know that the ve-
locity of the growth interface should be zero in our model

FIG. 3. Plot ofr(p,t) vs t in double logarithmic scales for th
deposition ratep50.4975 ~top!, 0.4985(5pc1), and 0.4965~bot-
tom!. The data were obtained for the system sizeL51024. The line
obtained from the least squares fit has the slopeb/n i50.285(2).
Inset: Plot ofr(pc1 ,t) vs t in double logarithmic scales for th
system sizesL564, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 at the critical po
pc1.

FIG. 4. Plot ofr(p,t) vs t in double logarithmic scales for th
system sizesL5512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 at the critical poi
pc2 (50.5015). The line obtained from the least squares fit has
slopeb/n i50.50(1).
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both p,pc1 and p.pc2. We found that the velocity of the
interface is nonzero atpc2 for a system with finite size. How-
ever, we found that the velocity decreases gradually as
system size increases. We believe that the velocity will
come zero in the limitL→` at pc2. Therefore, the BU tran-
sition atpc2 must be also of first order.

We considered the stationary densityrs(pc1 ,t) that is av-
eraged over samples with at least one vacant site at the
tom layer. The density decays as in Eq.~1! before the satu-
ration time t(t,t) and has a finite value fort.t. The
stationary value ofrs(pc1) depends on the system sizeL as
rs(pc1);L2b/n'. We obtainedb/n'50.48(2), which is in
relatively good agreement with the expected value from
PC class~see Fig. 5!, 0.5 @7#.

Next, we considered the interface fluctuation width atpc1,
which is defined byW(L,t)5^L2d( i@hi(t)2h̄(t)#2&1/2. The
width W(L,t) scales as

W~L,t !;H tz/z if t!Lz,

Lz if t@Lz.
~2!

Here h̄ and d denote the mean height and the substrate
mension.z andz are called the roughness and the dynam
exponents. Atpc1, the roughness exponent is measured
z50.43(2) @see Fig. 6~a!#. The interface in our model is
smooth forp,pc1, i.e., z50, but it is rough atpc1. The
value of the roughness exponent jumps from 0 to 0.43 d
continuously atpc1, showing a roughening transition. Th
result differs from the one obtained from well-known grow
models, which show PC- or DP-type dynamics at the re
ence height@1,3,4#. In all those models, the roughness exp
nent exhibits a marginal behavior,z50, at the critical point
pc . The value of the roughness exponent increases cont
ously asp increases frompc . Therefore, those models ex
e

FIG. 5. Plot ofrs(pc1 ,t) vs t in double logarithmic scales fo
the system sizesL564, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. The slope of t
dotted line isb/n i50.285. Inset: Plot ofrs(pc1) vs L in double
logarithmic scales for the system sizesL564, 128, 256, 512, and
1024. The line obtained from the least squares fit has the s
b/n'50.48(2).
6-3
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KWANGHO PARK AND IN-MOOK KIM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066106
hibit the NR transition from a smooth phase withz50 at pc
to a rough one withz.0 for p.pc .

We found via computer simulations that the width of t
interface in our model seems to be larger forp,pc1, where
p is nearpc1, than atpc1 in the case of small system size@see
Fig. 6~b!#. But this is a finite size effect. The width of th
interface will always become smaller and the value of
roughness exponent will always become 0 forp,pc1 if the
system size is very large.

We measured the values of the growth and the roughn
exponents atpr50.444(2) by carrying out computer simu
lations starting from the initial condition completely fille
with A particles below the bottom layer. The roughness
ponent can be also obtained from the height-height corr
tion function C(x)5^(hi 1x2hi)

2&1/2;xz, which should be
measured after the interface width reaches a steady state
found that the interface width increases asW(t);(ln t)b8 un-
til it reaches a constant value. We also found that the hei
height correlation function followsC(x);(ln x)z8. Thenb8
and z8 are about 0.47 and 0.45 atpr ~see Fig. 7!. These
logarithmic behaviors suggest thatz50. We also found that
z increases continuously asp does frompr to pc1 and be-

FIG. 6. Plot of the saturated widthW2 vs the system sizeL at
pc1 in double logarithmic scales for the system sizesL
564, 128, 256, 512, and 1024~a! and the saturated widthW2 vs p
for the system sizeL5700 ~b!. In Fig. 6~a!, the slope of the dotted
line is z50.43(2). In Fig. 6~b!, the saturated width increases withp
and the value of the width becomes larger nearpc1 (50.4985) than
at pc1. This anomalous behavior originates from the finite size
fect. If system size is very large, the width of the interface nearpc1

will become smaller than atpc1.

FIG. 7. Plot of the widthW2 vs t ~a! and the height-heigh
fluctuation widthC2 vs x ~b! in double logarithmic scales for th
system sizeL54096. The data were obtained atpr . In Fig. 7~a!,
the slope of the dotted line isb850.47. In Fig. 7~b!, the slope of the
dotted line isz850.45.
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comes 0.43(2) atpc1. Therefore, there occurs the N
~smoothing! transition atpr50.444(2) in our model if we
decreasep from 0.5 to 0 continuously after the width of th
interface reaches a constant value.

Consequently, our model shows various morphologi
changes asp increases from 0 to 1. Forp,pc1, the interface
is very smooth. But the interface becomes rough atpc1. The
interface becomes rougher than atpc1 as p increases from
pc1 to pc2. Forp.pc2, the interface has a shape like a line
pyramids. We draw typical interface configurations for va
ousp in Fig. 8.

-

FIG. 8. Snapshots of the interface forp50.4 ~a!, 0.5~b!, and 0.8
~c!. In this figure, the system sizes areL5200 in~a! andL51000 in
~b! and ~c!.
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FIRST-ORDER TRANSITION IN A PARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066106
Recently, two growth models, which are related to the
universality class at the reference height, were introduc
One is the model introduced by Park and Kahng~PK! @3#.
The other is the model introduced by Hinrichsen and O´ dor
~HÓ! @2#. In the PK model, the dynamics of the particles
the bottom layer hasZ2-symmetric absorbing states if an
deposition of a particle above the bottom layer is not
lowed. When the deposition of a particle above the bott
layer is allowed, however, their model shows very differe
dynamics from the PC dynamics even at the bottom la

On the other hand, the HO´ model, where the dynamics of th
particles at the bottom layer also follows the PC dynam
shows the same dynamics as that of the PC dynamics w
the deposition of a particle above the bottom layer is
lowed. Park and Kahng argued that the unexpected beha
may be related to the fact that the dynamical processe
lower levels are strongly suppressed by the particles
higher levels. In particular, kinks between different spec
of particles may become frozen when they are covered w
another layer of particles. The growth rule of our mod
seems to be similar to that of the PK model, but there ex
no frozen effect blocking the dynamics of the interface at
bottom layer. In our model, a particle cannot be deposite
a site if at least one different kind of a particle exists at
nearest-neighbor sites after deposition. In the PK mo
however, two different kinds of particles or two same kin
of particles can locate conditionally at the nearest-neigh
s.
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sites of each other. This rule leads to the suppression effe
the PK model and a very strange dynamical behavior tha
different from the PC dynamics. In the HO´ model, the PC
dynamics is satisfied at each layer of the growing interfa
Therefore, in this model there is no strange behavior suc
the suppression effect.

In summary, we have introduced a simple growth mo
exhibiting two first-order BU transitions. The first-order B
transition atpc1 occurs because of difference in the growin
dynamics between the bottom layer and other layers ex
the bottom layer. In the bottom layer, the growth of the
terface in our model is related to the PC-type dynamics
other layers except the bottom layer, however, the gro
dynamics is related to the DP-type dynamics. We measu
the roughness exponentz at the BU transition pointpc1. We
found that the value ofz is 0.43~2!. The value of the rough-
ness exponent jumps from 0 to 0.43 atpc1 discontinuously
because ofz50 for p,pc1. Therefore, our model shows
nonequilibrium roughening transition atpc1. We found that
our model also shows another first-order BU transition
pc2. Our model shows a smoothing transition atpr when p
decreases fromp(.pr) to 0 continuously after the width o
the interface reaches a constant value.

This work was supported in part by the Korean Scien
and Engineering Foundation~KOSEF! and the Ministry of
Education through the BK21 Project.
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